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Extending the Prosodic Hierarchy: Evidence from Lushootseed narrative" 

David Bennett & David Beck 
University of Toronto 

The prosodic constituent "phonological paragraph" proposed by Lehiste (1975,1979), has traditionally been 
omitted from the Prosodic Hierarchy (Selkirk 1984; Nespor & Vogel 1986; Hayes 1989) where the topmost level 
is the phonological utterance (U). Constituents in the traditional Prosodic Hierarchy are defined by segmental 
alternations relevant to their boundaries. In this paper, we offer evidence from narrative in Lushootseed-a Salishan 
language of Washington State-for a higher-level prosodic constituent (~) delineated by FO declination and reset 
which, while not triggering segmental alternations, coincides with morphosyntactic and narrative structure. These 
results are consistent with previous findings in Chichewa (Carleton 1995, 1996), Kanni (CahiIlI995), and Manda
rin Chinese (Yang 1998). We claim that, rather than being purely phonetic, these discourse-level constituents are a 
phonological marker of episodic structure and, as such, represent an extension of the Prosodic Hierarchy above the 
level of the Utterance. 

1) The Prosodic Hierarchy 

The Prosodic Hierarchy (PH) represents a hierarchical ordering of the prosodic components of the grammar 
beginning with the Syllable and ending with the Utterance. Constituents within the PH are defined by various 
phonological rules such as segmental alternations and declination domains whose environments are predictable 
vis it vis the boundaries of prosodic, rather than syntactic, constituents. The standard prosodic constituents which 
compose the PH are given in (1): 

(1) U Utterance 
I 

Intonational Phrase 

q> Phonological Phrase 
I 

C Clitic Group 
I 

W Prosodic Word 
I 
F Foot 
I 

()" Syllable 
(Nespor and Vogel 1986: 16) 

The three lowest levels of the hierarchy are generally considered to be within the domain of the lexical or word
level phonology. The three levels that will be our primary focus here-the Utterance (U), the Intonational Phrase 
(1), and the Phonological Phrase (<p), however, operate at a level above the word comparable to the domain of the 
syntax, and syntactic information IS often considered crucial for the formation of these prosodic constituents. 

2) The Lushootseed Prosodic Hierarchy 

Although the Prosodic Hierarchy in terms of the ordering and hierarchical organization of its components is 
generally considered to be universal, the specific evidence for each level and the processes that demarcate the 
relevant boundaries tend to vary on a language-specific basis. In the sections that follow, we will examine the 
evidence for each of the levels cp, I, and U in Lushootseed and set the stage for funher evidence of a higher level of 
prosodic structure, ~, to be discussed in section 3. 

2.1) Evidence for cp 

Phonetically, phonological phrases (cp) in Lu~hoots~ed are set o~fin care!ul speech fro~ c.ontiguous phrase~ by 
an audible pause, usually of from 50 to 100 ms; In rapId speech, .thls pause IS smaller, but It IS usual!y per~eplible 
in even these circumstances by the lack of phonological InteractIon between segments located on either SIde of a 
phrasal boundary. The rules or constraints that build cps bear a strong formal resemblance to the rules used to form 
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syllables in many languages. Each phrase in Lushootseed is built up around a phonological word (W) which serves 
as a kind of phrasal nucleus to which phonological clitics (C) are attached via one of the two processes of cliticization 
or phonological incorporation. As discussed in Beck (to appear), whether a given lexical item is an eligible phrasal 
nucleus is not determined entirely by its semantic, syntactic, or morphological properties. As a rule of thumb: 

• words belonging to the major word classes tend to be phonological heads, in particular nouns are always 
heads, as are derived verbs (Lushootseed has no adjectives) 

• particles are not words, unless marked for emphasis 
deictics and words corresponding to English adjectives and adverbs may be either elitics or words, de
pending on which is needed to achieve optimal phrasing 

A Lushootseed sentence can consist of a single phonological word or a string of words, each constituting its own 
phrase (delimited here by parentheses), as in (2):° 

(2) (W) 
(a) (?fbibas-ax'1 

(RDP)walk-now 
'he walks all around' 

(W) (,.. W ) ( YV.) 
(b) (hay) (l\!qagWil-H) (d-suqWsuqWa?) 

well·then come·out-IMP !PO-(RDP)cousin 
'well then, come out of there. my cousins' 

( W ) ( W ) 
(c) (stab-axW) (iu-d-s-huy) 

what-now IRR-lPO-NP-finish 
'what do I do now, my cousins?' 

( YV.) 
(d-suqWsuqWa?) 
lPO-(RDP)cousin 

More commonly, phrases consist of a word and one or more phonological clitics: 

(3) (C W) 
(put-axw t-as- 'I. u-iJ) 
really-now PST-STAT-thin-1RM 
'he was really getting thin now' 

Within the phrase, the phonological nucleus bears stress. Thus, in (3) the unique stress falls on the first non-schwa 
vowel in the root (Bianco 1995) of the verb tasiuil 'was getting thin'; the adverb is unstressed and becomes a 
clitic. Phonologically, cIiticization is marked by the lack of a pause between elements and, in some cases, the 
beginnings of coarticulatory assimilation at the word-clitic boundary. 

When sentences get more complex, they consist of more than one phrase, each containing a single word, and 
optimally a single elitic as in (4): 

(4) (C W)(C W 
(a) (ti7H sb!aw) (gWal ?uXW-axW) 

D coyote TOP go-now 
'this Coyote, [he] goes along' 

(C W ) (C W ) 
(b) (huy su-dxW-axW) (tPH cxwaJu?) 

then see-I.e-now D whale 
'then [they] caught sight of Whale' 

(C W) (C W) (C W) 
(c) (XWul rata};) (tPif s-?abyid-s) (tPif l'l.a?) 

only worthless D NP-give-3PO D stone 
'what he gave to Stone [was] only junk' 
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As these examples show the preferred phrasal pattern is one of procliticization, with a preceding clitic joining to 
a word to form a sort of phrasal "onset". Words never eliticize to word~ or s.h~re clit.ics ~tween them. Thi~ is also 
apparent in (5), which shows that when a C appears between two Ws, It adJoIns to ItS nght rather than to ItS left: 

(5) (C W) (C W (C W,) 
(a) (huy qWu?-t-ab-axW) (ti?H ?aciHalbixW) (tuu\?al b~KW) 

then gather-Ics-MD-now D people P all 
'then the people were gathered together from everywhere' 

(W) 
(cad) 
where 

(W) (C W (W) (W) (W) 
(b) (hay) (cad tu-yac-ab-ru-bicid-axW) (dagwl) 

well·then Is IRR-tell-MD-Ecs-2s-now 2s 
'well then, I will tell [it] to you now, my noble friend' 

(sf?ab) (d-sya?ya?) 
noble lPO-friend 

When clitics occur adjacent to one another, as in (7), the first C attaches to the preceding phrase as an affix 
(indicated by "+"), allowing the second C to form a canonical 'f' with the following W: 

(7) ( W+C) ( C W) 
(a) [(dagWagWilaxWa) (ti?H sasJi?lu?)] 

/ (dagWagWiI-axw+?a) (ti?H saslj?]u?)/ 
squeeze·inside-now+P D hole 

'[he] squeezed himself into the hole' 

(C W+C) (C W) 
(b) [(huy calataba) (ti?H tXa?)] 

/(huy cala-t-ab+?a) (ti?H~Xa?)/ 
then pursued-lcS-MD+P D stone 

'then [he] was chased by Stone' 

(C W+C) ( C W) 
(c) [(ti?H bfbscaba) (ti?H su?suqWa?s)] 

/(ti?H bibscab+?i) (ti?H su?suqWa?-s)/ 
D (RDP)mink+and D (RDP)cousin-3po 

'Little Mink and his cousin .. .' 

( W+C ) (C W) 
(d) [(tud'alaxadbidal) (ti?Hp~dtas)] 

/ (tu-d'alaxadbid+ ?al) (ti?H padtas) / 
pST-visit+P D winter 

'[he] went to visit [him] in the winter' 

(W) ( W+C) ( C W ) 
(e) [(hay) (tukWftaxwaI) (ti?H srulakW)] 

/(hay) (tu-kWit-axw+?aI) (ti?H stulakW)/ 
well· then PST-go·down·to·shore-now+P Driver 

'well then, [he] went down to the bank of the river' 

Affixation or phonological incorporation can be distinguished from cliticization in that where ordinary clitics 
retain their own shape and original segmental material (with some exceptions, such as initial glottal stops), ~n 
incorporated clitie re-syllabifies with a stem. In most cases, affixation causes the loss o~ a ~ora or some phon~mI~ 
material, or triggers some phonological alternation such as consonant or schwa-deletion In the w~rd to which It 
attaches-all of which are processes typical of Lushootseed word-level p~onology (c/. th:: !edUCl1ot,I of the past
time prefix /tu-/ to [t-] in (3) above). In all of the examples above, the Inc~rporated chtl.c loses Its onset and 
becomes a part of the final syllable of the prece~ing ,:"ord .. I~ (7c) - (e), for Inst~n.ce, the It,Icorporated element 
underO'oes vowel-reduction, the vowels of the conjunction 171/ In (c) and the prepoSItlOn Pal! In (d) and (e) surfac
ing m~rely as [a]. Other examples offer even more striking evidence for affixation: 
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(8) (C W+C) 
[( ti?H daxW?fbasat)] 
/ (tFH daxW-?ibas+cat)/ 

(a) 

D NP-walk+ Ip.PO 
' ... for our journey' (utterance-final) 

( C W) (C W+C ( C W) 
(b) [(puut ?aspfl) (ti sqabatFa?) (hikW Ua?)] 

/ (puut ?as-pil) (ti sq=abac+ti?a?) (hikW ~Xa?) / 
really STAT-flat D high=body+D big stone 

'it [was] really flat up on top of the big stone' 

In (a) the possessive pronominal caf 'our' and in (b) the deictic tj?a? lose onsets somewhat more substanti~ t~an 
a glottal stop and are resyllabified with their phrasal head; in (b) the final consonant in sqabacundergoes deaffricanon 
([c] > [t)). In (9), the possessive pronominal/cat/ seen in (8a) loses its syllabic nucleus and is reduced to [et]: 

(9) (C W) (C W) ( WtC ) 
(a) [(ti tusyahub) (?a ruudF) (tusluXluXet)] 

/(ti tu-s-yahub) (?a tuudi?) (tu-sluXluX+cat)/ 
D PST-NP-tell·story P yonder pST-elders+ Ip.PO 

'a story of our ancestors' 

(C W+C) ( C W) 
(b) [(dH daxWutasadet) (ti?a? tXa?)] 

/(dH daxW-?u-tasa-d+cat) (tFa? l:Xa?)/ 
FOCUS NP-PNT-paid-lcs+lp.poD stone 

'this [is] why we are paying Stone' 

The next example contains two instances of affixation: 

(10) (C W+C) ( C W+C ) 
[(?al su?ata) (ti?it s?ulaxWii?) 
j(?aJ s-u-?atad+?a) (ti?it s?uladxw+xWP) 

PNP-PNT-eat+P D salmon+NEG 
'as he ate the salmon, [he] couldn't eat it all' 

W ) 
gWasbakwdxWs)] 
gWCl-s-bakw-dxW-s) / 
sum -NP-all-LC-3PO 

In the second case, the onset of the incorporated clitic xWj? '[neg]' assimilates to the final element in the coda of 
s7uladxw 'salmon' and triggers the deletion of the /d/ in the word-final coda of its head, as does the preposition ?a 
in su?afa, derived from / s?utad+?Cl/. 

At sentence boundaries and where there would otherwise be three-clitic sequences, a clitic immediately pre
ceding a phrasal nucleus is incorporated as a prefix-thus, WCCCW is parsed as (W+C)(C C+WJ. This is in (12): 

(12) (a) 
(C C+W ) (C 

[(xwj? kWikwadsukawdxW) (ti?jt 
/ (xWP kWi+gWa-ad-s-?u-kaw-dxW) (ti?it 
NEG D+sUBJ-2po-NP-chew-Lc D 

'don't chew on [my] heart' 

W) 
scali?)] 
scaIP)/ 
heart 

(W+C ) (C C+W) (W) 
(b) [(yaxf+huy) (xwj7 kWaxstab) (dax~a?ts)] 

/(yaxi+huy) (xwj7 kWi+gwa-stab) (daxW-ha?i-s)/ 
because+well NEG D+suBJ-what NP-good-3s 

'because it was no good' 

(W+C) (C C+W+C) ( C W) 
(c) [(hfkw+awil) (qa tfisada) (ti?it sbfaw)] 

/(hikw+awa) (qa ti?H+?iisad+?a) (ti?H sbiaw)/ 
big+suRPRlsE many D+relatives+P D coyote 

'the relatives of Coyote really [are] very many' 
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Just as in suffixation, a number of boundary phenomena can be observed at work marking the phonological incor
poration of the clitic-cum-affix into the word: in (12a) we have /kwi gWa-ads?uRawdxw/ collapsing into 
[kWikWadsuRawdx'1; in (12b), /kwi gWa-stab/ > [kWaxWstab]; and in (c) /tj?il ?iiSad ?a/ > [tiiSada]. Compare this 
last example with the phrasing in (13): 

(W) (C W) (C W) 
[(hay) (gWal wilicJ:idaxW) (ti?ii ?iisads») 
I (hay) (gWal wiliq id-axW) (tj?H ?iisad-s)j 
well· then INT! ask-now D relative-3PO 

(13) 

'well then [he] asked his relatives' 

Here there is no incorporation of the deictic to the following word, and the clitic retains all of its phonological 
material and forms an ordinary CW sequence, the canonical form of the Lushootseed Phonological Phrase. 

2.2) Evidence for I 

In addition to the Phonological Phrase, there is evidence for a higher-level prosodic category in Lushootseed
namely, the Intonational Phrase (I). Phonetically, the I is delimited, as in English, by an intonational contour 
marked by declining FO over the length of the phrase, followed by FO reset across the phrasal boundary. This is 
illustrated in Figure I, which shows the intonational contour, consisting of two IPs-associated with (14): 

( W+C) (C W) 
(14) (patat+Cd) (tuXW tu-?ibas) 

worthless+ Is only flAB-travel 
'I'm only wandering around' 

The intonational peak of the contour is consistently placed over the first vowel in the phrase (fa! in pataK!, 
whether or not this vowel is stressed. 

The sentence in (14) is shown in Figure 1, where we see a single Intonational Phrase composed of two IPs. 
There is an initial peak followed by a gradual fall in FO through to the end of the utterance. The I is therefore 
marked by a smooth, uninterrupted declination line. Following Ladd (1984), we believe that FO declination of the 
sort shown in Figure 1 is a phonological, as opposed to a phonetic, phenomenon, and for the purposes of this paper, 
it will be used as a diagnostic of prosodic constituency at several levels. In section 2.3, we demonstrate how nested 
declination lines can be used to demarcate prosodic constituents above the 1. 

Aside from instrumental evidence, evidence for I is found in the interaction of Is with the processes of <p
phrasing: I-boundaries set the domain for phonological phrasing, so when an I-phrase boundary is misaligned with 
a <p-phrase boundary, the I-phrase takes precedence and interrupts the expected pattern of C's and W's. In (15), for 
instance, an I boundary has been inserted to set off the sentence-final PP, forcing the preposition to join rightward 
as a proclitic than than leftward as a suffix: 

(15) (W) (C W ) § ( C C+W ) 
(a) (?as-Xlcil) (tj?H ~M?) (?a tis+u-calad-s) 

STAT-angry D stone of D+NP-PNT-chase-3PO 
'Stone was angry as he chased Coyote' 

(C C+W) § (C C+W ) 
(b) (?a tiiScatxad) (?al tudi+daxw-as-hHIiI-s) 

be·there D+bear on yonder+NP-STAT-live-3PO 
'there [was) Bear at that place he lived' 

(C W) 
(ti?H sbiaw) 
D coyote 

In these sentences, rather than the expected (C W+C)(C W), we get (C W) § (C C+W), the intonational boundary 
preventing the clitic from passing over into the previous phrase and serving to keep the adjunct together as a 
prosodic unit. This also frequently happens with vocatives: 

( W+C ) § 
(16) (?u-?axix-ad-axw+exW) 

PNT-what·happens-Ics-now+2s 
'what are you doing, Little Mink?' 

(W) 
(bibscab) 

mink 
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Figure 1: The broken lines are the FO patternings for the utterance shown in (14). The smooth arc 
above the PO lines is added to emphasize the declination line of the Intonational Phrase. 

Here the pronominal clitic caxW'you' would normally be expected to form a phrase with the following word; 
instead, it incorporates to the preceding W, as it would in utterance-final position. 

Unlike the Phonological Phrase, the Intonational Phrase is not inherently predictable. The most common place 
to find an I-boundary is sentence-finally, where the end of an I coincides with the end of the clausal unit. However, 
this boundary is very often overridden in rapid speech and an I can potentially encompass more than a single 
matrix clause. (17) shows a <p cutting across the boundaries of two sentences in the same I: 

(W) (C W) (C W) ( W+C ) 
(17) [s(gWaI) (ti?a? qawqs) (gWal Xal) (?as-bibadbada?+?a) 

INT) D raven TOP also STAT-(RDP)(RDP)child+P 
(W) § (W) (C W ) 

[s(gwi3I) (qWalqWalwic) (tsi?a? cagWas-s)] 

( C W) 
(ti?a? ba-qah») 
D ADD-many 

INT! qWafqWalwic Df wife-3PO 
'[And Raven, also were his children many.) [And § his wife's name was QWalqWalwic]' 

The phonological phrase shown here clearly cuts across a syntactic boundary, joining the introductory particle of 
the second sentence to the previous I in a process Woodbury (1985: 172) refers to as "enjambment". 

There are also a number of places, as shown in (15) and (16) above, within a single syntactic sentence where 1-
boundaries can appear. One common I·boundary comes at the division between predicate and objects, as in (18), 
which contains both a singular direct object and a predicate marked for plural subject. 

(W+C ) § 
(18) (bapa-d-axw+algWa?) 

annoyed-lcs-now+PLURAL 
'[they) annoyed Whale' 

(C W ) 
(ti?H cxwahJ?) 
D whale 

The division between a predicate nominal and its subject is often marked by an I as well. 

( C W+C ) (C W ) (W) § (C W ) 
(19) (ti?jf bfbscab+a) (ti?jf s1.J?suqa?-s) (tatyika) (ti?jf iu-d-s-yahub-tu-bicid) 

D mink+and D cousin·3PO Tetyika D IRR-lPO-NP-tell-Ecs-2s 
'what I will tell you about [is) Little Mink and his younger cousin, Tetyika' 
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Similarly, adverbial predicates may also be set off from their subjects, as in (20): 

( C W) § (C W+C) 
(20) (tiilab ddaqt) (ti?ii s-ialil+a) 

suddenly shorewards D NP-going'ashore+P 
'the whale went suddenly way up on shore' 

(C W) 
(ti?H bcWalu?) 
D whale 

(lit. 'the whale's going ashore [was] suddenly shorewards') 

In the same way, predicate adjuncts may be contained in separate Is from the clausal nucleus: 

(W) ( C W) § ( W+C ) (C W+C ) 
(21) (bacatab-axW) (ti?jf j(walaq) (daxW-?iba~+a) (ti?ii bibscab+a) 

put·down-now D mat NP-walk+P D mink+and 
(C W ) 
(ti?it sus?suqWa?-s) 
D cousin-Jro 

'[they] threw down a mat for Mink and his younger cousin to walk on' 

The division between coordinated clauses, marked by the use of the conjunctive pronominals in initial position of 
the second clause, may also be reinforced by an I boundary: 

( C C+W) § (C W) 
(22) (j(ul caxwawahab) (cxWa xWababxwabaladib) 

only 2s+howl 2s'CONJ toss·head·from·side·to·side 
'you just howl and toss your head from side to side' 

It should be noted, however, that Is are not obligatory in these environments. The size and complexity of the 
intonational unit varies a great deal depending on the rate of speech and the degree of care being taken by the 
speaker to make things clear. Stuttering, hesitation while thinking of phrasing or recalling words, and pausing for 
stylistic or dramatic effect also playa big role in the structure of the I, and very often the boundaries mentioned 
above-particularly that between predicate and object-are not marked phonologically. I is also intimately bound 
to the nature of the U, the next level of the PH to be discussed in the following seciton. 

2.3) Evidence for U 

As predicted by Nespor & Vogel (1986), the U is often isomorphic with I and, according to their algorithm, the 
U is minimally the sentence. When an I is formed according to its maximal syntactic boundary, it can be the case 
that the U is marked according to its minimal boundary, which is also the sentence. In our corpus, however, there 
is evidence of Us composed of multiple Is. These complex Us seem to be of two types, each with its own diagnos
tic. The first type of U contains two or more Is, the diagnostic being that the Is composing these sentences be 
nested into a superordinate declination domain. In many cases this type of U encompasses multiple syntactic 
sentences. The second type of complex U is isomorphic with the sentence, but contains more than one I. Quite 
frequently, this type of U has an upward differential in FO peak between the Is composing it. In these cases, there 
is still strong motivation to posit the group of Is as a single U in spite of the superordinate declination trend. 

2.3.1) Nested Declination Trends 

As with the I, in defining the U we make use of FO declination as a diagnostic of prosodic constituency. For Us, 
we utilize the degree of FO reset (increase in FO from the end of one I to the beginning of the next) to demonstrate 
nested dependencies of Is within larger constituents. The superordinate structure containing multiple Is also has a 
declination trend of its own. This is illustrated in Figure 2 which shows two Is with clear declination contours 
contained within an obviously larger declination domain, which we define as U. Note that the U in Figure 2 is an 
example of reported speech. According to according to Nespor & Vogel's (1986) I-domain rules, reported speech 
and the reported speech tag are predicted to be separate Is. Their U-domain rule would subsequently group these Is 
into a complex U as they presumably belong to a single syntactic constituent. 
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Figure 2: This is a pitch extraction of the sentence xWj? kWj gWascuts xWuJab ?a tj?if sgWaJub, "x'1? 
JadsgWa7'" He had not said as had Pheasant, "They are not mine." 'The smooth lines emphasize the 
nested declination trend of the two Intonational Phrases within the same Utterance. 

2.3.2) Sentences with Multiple Is 

The example in Figure 2 demonstrates a downward differential between the two Is making up the complex U. 
There are, however, cases in which the two elements contained within the U show an upward differential in PO. 
Consider the following example, illustrated in Figure 3: 

(23) ?as-qWu?=ax.ad ti?a? § sgWalub?i ti?a? qawqs 
STAT-GAlllER=SIDE D pheasant conj D raven 
'Pheasant and Raven were neighbors.' 

(23) in Figure 3 consists of a single sentence divided between two Is. The unusual placement of the I-boundary 
between the determiner ti?a? and the NP sgWaJub indicates that this is an internal focus constituent (Selkirk 1996) 
which in Lushootseed is used as a topic-shifting structure to mark the beginning of a new discourse episode (see 
the examples in (25) below). Although the Is in Figure 3 do not follow a superordinate declination line, we believe 
them to be in the same U. In accordance with the minimal domain ofU stated by Nespor and Vogel (1986: 222), we 
consider any number of Is occuring within a sentence will be a U. In Figure 3, the U-Ievel declination trend was 
altered by semantic constraints on the utterance: the second I, "Pheasant and Raven", is focused. The speaker was 
thus forced to intonationally "mark" this I by increasing pitch level. 

3) The phonological paragraph 

The prosodic constituents considered up to this point have been restricted to units that consist of a single or at 
most a small group of sentences. The Utterance is the traditional upper limit of the Prosodic Hierarchy, just as 
sentences or the conjoined clauses are usually treated as the highest level in syntactic structure. This upper limit, of 
course, has in may ways simply been a matter of focus and analytic convenience, and supra-sentential phenomena 
such as topic-marking, obviation, and switch-reference have long been recognized as discourse-Ievel-or dis
course-related-aspects of the grammar. The search for higher-level organizational principles in language have 
led a number of researchers to argue for a supra-sentential level of constituent structure, commonly referred to as 
a discourse episode or a paragraph. Attempts to define the paragraph in grammatical terms have often relied on 
content and presentational features of stretches of discourse, the consensus being that a paragraph consists of a set 
of consecutive sentences sharing a common topic. Longacre (1979) defines the paragraph in terms of "thematic 
unity" and argues that paragraphs are often set off in ordinary discourse by task-specific introductory and conclusory 
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Figure 3: The broken lines represent FO extractions of the sentence in (23). The arcs above the FO 
lines underline that this single-sentence example is an Utterance with two Intonational Phrases 
which do not follow a superordinate declination trend as in Figure 2. 

sentences. In a number of South American languages described in the papers in Longacre (1977), paragraphs are 
set off by specific particles, interjections, and formulaic expressions that identify episode boundaries within a text 

Most studies of the discourse-level properties of language have shown that the organizational principles at 
work in a given text are highly dependent on the type of discourse that that text represents (e.g. Longacre 1979; 
Halliday & Hasan 1976). One of the types of text that has received the most attention in the literature has been the 
oral narrative, and the study of narrative has been particularly active in the field of Amerindian studies (for a 
survey, see Kinkade and Mattina 1996). In addition to the studies in Longacre (1979) aUuded to earlier, one of the 
best known attempts to characterize the structure of Native American story-telling is that of Hymes (1981), who 
argues for the organization of Chinook folktales into a hierarchical structure. Hymes makes use of morpho syntactic 
evidence, mainly the distribution of grammatical particles, and narrative considerations such as change of action 
and scene, to organize texts into lines, then verses, stanzas, scenes, and acts. Kinkade (1987) takes a similar 
approach to an Upper Chehalis text, noting the use of the particle huy to mark verse and stanza divisions. Hymes' 
multi-layered discourse structures are reminiscent of work by Hinds (1979) on ordinary English discourse, which 
he argues has a hierarchical, nested structure, each level having its own internal and predictable organization. 

While there have been studies of the phonological properties of Native American oral narrative, these have 
generally centred on the lower-levels of the Prosodic Hierarchy. The seminal studies in Tedlock (1972, 1983) 
make use of a large number of phonological cues such as lengthening, pause, pitch, cadence, and loudness as 
organizational and stylistic aspects of Zuni storytelling as a "verbal art". McLendon (1982) uses intonation and 
pitch cues in Porno to divide oral text into lines corresponding roughly to our I and U, and Bright (1984: 93) uses 
much the same technique in Karok, pointing to the regular use of a falling pitch at the end of what he caUs verses 
(groups of lines). One writer who does tackle the phonology of higher levels of discourse organization in oral 
narrative is Woodbury (1985). In his study of Central Alaskan Yupik Eskimo discourse, Woodbury argues that 
rhetorical structure is marked within two main components of the grammar-a prosodic component and particle 
(morphosyntactic) component. In terms of the prosodic component, he provides evidence for constituents based 
on pitch contours and length of pause between Is and puts forward the following constituents: Section-(Complex 
Group)-Group-Line-MCBU (Minimal contour-bearing unit). In our terms, the MCBU is an intonational phrase, 
and the Line corresponds to standard definitions of the Phonological Utterance. The Group, the (optional) Com
plex Group, and the Section are all prosodic constituents which exceed standard definitions of constituency within 
the PH. In the next section, we will provide evidence of prosodic constituents similar to those in Woodbury (1985) 
from Lushootseed narrative. Our analysis differs from Woodbury's in the diagnostics used to demarcate our higher
level constituents. In Lushootseed, it appears that declination and differential FO reset are enough to group pro
sodic constituents above the level of the U. These declination patterns, like Woodbury's intonational contours, C2.n 
be shown to coincide with morphosyntactic and narrative features of the text. Given this inherent predictability of 
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declination boundaries, it seems improbable that these are phonetic or extraneous to the grammar; instead, they are 
rule-governed and constitute a regular portion of the PH one level higher than the traditional limiting category U. 
We believe that our evidence, like Woodbury's, points to an extension of the PH to a level above that generally 
dealt with in generative syntax and phonology, the Phonological Paragraph, which serves as a prosodic marker of 
the discourse and narrative structure of language. 

3.1) Phonetic Evidence for ~ 

The phonetic data used in this study comes from the story sqWaJub ?j tj?if qawqs, "Pheasant and Raven", as 
told by Martha Lamont and recorded by Thorn Hess in the field in the early 1960s (Hess, in prep). To begin this 
study, the entire narrative was digitized and broken down roughly into Utterance-length files using WinCECIL 
2.1b. Using this software, we performed pitch extractions and segmented each file further into Is. 

For each U the highest FO value (FO Max) was measured (as shown in Figure 4) and recorded in a spreadsheet. 
TheFO Max was collected only once per U, no matter how many Is it contained, and was then plotted onto a graph, 
thereby allowing us to monitor FO patterns throughout the narrative on an utterance-by utterance basis. Figure 5 is 
a hypothetical graphic representation of the FO Max patterns for one portion of a narrative. Each point on the graph 
in Figure 5 represents the FO Max of a Phonological Utterance. Note particularly the FO Max patterns from A to N. 
The Us in this section follow patterned behaviour. An ultra-high FO Max (at A) is followed by several FO Max 
points which decrease in value until the FO Max of the subsequent U is reset to a substantially higher value at "I". 

Our claim is that these FO patternings represent a prosodic constituent-the phonological paragraph,~, marked 
by solid vertical lines on the graph (e.g. lines A and "I" in Figure 5). A high FO Max marks the beginning of a ~ and 
within each ~ the FO Max of the Us gradually declines until the beginning of the next ~-where there is a major 
reset--or until the beginning of a subparagraph, where there is a somewhat lesser reset which nonetheless marks 
the beginning of another declination in FO Max values. An example of subparagraphing is shown at line!. This 
represents recursion within the ~-Ievel of the PH (see Dresher 1994 for discussion of recursive prosodic constitu
ents in the PH). The rows at the bottom of Figure 5 display this sttucture. Lines A through N are a single ~ 
composed of two sub-~s: lines A-J and lines I -N. Not only does the declination pattern in FO Maxima appear in 
cyclical and regular patterns, it also correlates in a predictable way with elements of morphosyntactic and narra
tive structure, as will be demonstrated in the following section. 

3.1) Morphosyntactic evidence for ~ 

The declination patterns in FO Max that we have charted for our narrative very clearly show evidence for the 
structuring of the narrative into large-scale prosodic constituents, and the constituent boundaries set by ultra-high 

j]lO 

130HzlLg 

135JFsmccth 

Figure 4: The FO Max (circled) was measured and the value (in Hz.) was collected for analysis. 
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Figure 5: The points on the graph represent PO Max values of Us. The reset followed by downdrift 
marks the narrative into ~s and sub-~s. 

FO reset are often reinforced by morphosyntactic properties of the text. In the literature, the best-known 
morphos¥ntactic technique for gn;lUping lines into discourse-level constituents is the use of discourse particles as 
outhned m J:Iym~s (1981) for Chmook. !n Lushootseed, there is some use of particles to organize narrative, al
though ti?e sltual10n seems to be more akm to that observed by Woodbury (1985) in Central Alaskan Yupik, where 
the "partIcle component" of the grammar reinforces "the hierarchic structuring of the prosodic and syntactic com
po~ents rat~er than creates one of its own" (p. 162). Thus, the particle huy, for example, appears in a large number 
of Its attest!ons at the boundarr bet~een ~s and ~ub-~s, although. by no means all such boundaries are marked by 
huy (see Kmkade 1987 for a dISCUSSIon of the dIscourse-properties of the cognate hay in Upper Chehalis). Simi
larly, hay tends to appear towards the end of subparagraphs, marking conclusory material and codas (Section 3.2). 
The well-defined roles that these partic~es have when they do coincide with ~-Ievel prosodic boundaries, however, 
see~ t~ ch.ang.e when the~ do n?t. For msta~ce, huy appears in quite a few contexts where it is simply a narrative 
d.eylCe mdlcatm¥ seque~nal actIOn (ci: EnglIsh and then) and turns up with relative consistency in narrative tran
sItIons (3.2), while hay IS often used SImply as a conjunction without any apparent effect on narrative structure. 

Closer correspondenc~ between d!scourse-Ievel and sentence-level properties of discourse can be found in the 
c?rresponde~ce between dIscourse tOpIC and syntactic subject. Subject-continuity is a well-known feature of Salish an 
?iscourse,<Kmkade 1990). In Lushootseed narrative, subjects are identified with discourse topics, which are real
Ized conslste?t1y ~hro~g~ou!, the epIsode as syntac~ic subject. Episode boundaries are lllarked by FO reset and, in 
many cases, toplc-shlftmg structures that establIsh a new subject/discourse topic (Beck 1996a). This is illus
trate~ by the ~pisode in (24), the opening of tj?if bibscab ?i tPif su?suqa?s, tatyika "Little Mink and his Younger 
Cou~m, TetYlka" as told by Mr .. Edward Sam (Hess 1993). The narrator begins by setting a discourse topic-the 
predlCate/rheme (double-underlIned) of (24a)-and uses it throughout the episode as a subject (underlined): 

(24) (a) ti?H bibSca~ :2 ti?H su?suqa?-s. tatyika. 
D (RDP)mmk and D younger·cousin-3PO Tetyika 

ti?ii- iu-d-s-yahub-tu-bicid 
D IRR-]pO-NP-tell-Ecs-2s'OBI 

'what I will tell you about [is] Little Mink and his younger cousin Tetyika' 

(b) hay, ?u-H?i-da(ha)b ti?H bibscab ?i ti?H su?suqa?-s, tatyika 
INTI PNT-troll D (RDP)mink and D younger·cousin Tetyika 
'well then, Little Mink and his younger cousin. Tetyika, went trolling' 

(c) ?u-i-i?daab ~ algWa? 
PNT-troll 3 PLURAL 
'thJo:: went trolling' 

(d) huy, su-dxw-axw ~ ti?H cxWalu? 
INTI see-Lc-now 3 D whale 
'weB, 00 caught sight of Whale' 
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(e) huy, bapa-d-axw ~ algWa? 

INT! annoyed-Ics-now 3 PLURAL 
'weII, 00 annoyed [him]' 

(f) bapa-d-axw ~ algWa? ti?H cxWalu? 
annoyed-Ics-now 3 PLURAL D whale 
'00 annoyed that whale' 

(g) huy, xWaJ(wi-s-ab-axw ~?a ti?ii cxWalu? 
INT! sick·of-APPL-MD-now 3 P D whale 
'well, 00 were gotten sick of by that whale' 

(h) huy, baq-t-ab-axw ~ ?a tPit exwalu? 
INTI be·in·mouth-ICS-MD-now 3 P D whale 
'weII, 00 were swaIIowed by that whale' 

(i) Hxwal-dat ti?ii- s-dagWabac-il-axw algWa?a ti?ii- exwalu? 
three·days D NP-in·smaII·space-mM-now PLURAL P D whale 
'they were inside that whale for three days' 
(lit. 'their being inside that whale [was] three days') 

(Hess 1993: 175 - 6, lines 6 -13) 

The narrator establishes "Little Mink and his Cousin, Tetyika" as a topic through the use of a nominally predicated 
se~tence (24a) and t~en c?nsistently maintains these participants in subject position, overtly in (24b) and as a 
thlfd-pe~son pro.n?mIn~1 (In L~shootseed, a paradigmatic zero) in the ensuing sentences. Note that even when a 
non-t?plcal p.artIclpa,nt ~~ age~t1ve, the narr~tor make~ use of the passive (as in (24g) and (h» so that "Liple Mink 
and hl~ ~ous~, Tetrlka continue to b~ subjects, leadIng to the rather baroque expression in (24g), xWa](Wisabaxw 

'" ?a ti ?It ex a1u? they were gotten SIck of by Whale'. FinaIIy, at the end of the episode the narrator uses the 
nominally-predicated sentence in (24i) to shift the narrative to a new topic fix"'afdat 'thr~e days' the length of 
time Mink and Tetyika were inside the whale. ' , 

!opic-sh!fting senten.ces such ~s (24~) and (24i) I?lay an important role in marking discourse boundaries and 
setting the dIscourse toplc~syntacl1c subject for ensumg text. Very often, these are morphosyntactically marked 
structures such as the nomInaIIy-predicated sentences shown above. These sentences are often marked on a pro
sodic level as weII, in that the nomin.al predicate and the syntactic subject (in (24a) and (24i) a nominalized verb 
phrase) are set off from one another In separate Is. There are other types of topic-shifters, such as those in (25); 

(25) (a) 
(C W) ( W ) (W) (W) ( W+C ) 
(gWal ti?a?) (qawqs) (gWaI) (tal) (?abs-bibadbada?+?a) 
CONI D raven INTI also poss-(RDP)chiId P 

'And as for Raven, he also had children aplenty.' 

(C W) 
(ti?a? ba-qah) 
DADo-many 

(W) (W) § (W+C) (C W ) (W) 
(b) [, [v, (?u-i-f?dab)] [NP (tf?H)]] [N' (bfbscab+?i) (ti?H Su.?suqWa?-s) (tatyfka)] 

PNT-troll D mink+and D cousin-3s tetyika 
'they went troIIing for fish, Little Mink and his cousin' 

(C W) (W)§ (W) 
(c) (huy ?fbibiS-axW ) (tFH) bfbscab 

then (RDP)walk-now D mink 
'then Little Mink was walking around' 

(W) (, W ) (W) § ( W+C ) 
(d) (hay) (cal-du.-b) (tPH) (sc;)txad+a) 

well·then win-LC-MO D Bear+P 

(C W) 
(tPa? cfciX) 
D fish-hawk 

'and so then was Bear defeated by Fish-Hawk' 

The first o~ these ~entence~ (25a) represents a marked syntactic structure. All of them are marked prosodically as 
welI, showmg an mterrupl10n of the normal processes of q>-phrasing by the insertion of an I-boundary. The odd 
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position of the I boundary can be analyzed as setting off a focused element from the remainder of the sentence, in 
the same way that a phrase-boundary is used to offset an adjunct (ef the phrasing in English examples like Me, § 
I like them). This is precisely the structure shown in (25a), where the interjection gWaJ is used to set off a fronted 
topical NP. The remainder of the examples show a focus set off to the right of the sentence predicate, recalling 
right-dislocated constructions in English such as I really enjoyed it § that book. In (25d), however, the focus, 
scatxad 'Bear', is not post-posed but remains in situ (as do the focused NPs in the preceding examples, whose 
ordinary location is at the right edge of the sentence). The intonational phrasing of topic-setting structures may 
thus be more akin to that reported for Korean focus constructions by Selkirk (1996), whereby the insenion of an 
intonational boundary within a syntactic unit is said to demarcate an "internal focus constituent"-a sentence 
element singled out for special attention by the speaker which is therefore set off from the rest of the sentence by 
an I boundary. While Korean "envelopes" the marked constituent in its own I, Lushootseed merely places an 1-
boundary immediately before the marked element, splitting the sentence across the constituency of an NP.1 

Phonetically, discourse episodes linked by subject continuity tend to be contained within a declination bound
ary, while changes in subject are marked by strong FO reset (i). This is illustrated in a short episode from sgWaJub 
?i Ii?;}? qawqs (this episode is given in a larger context in example (29) below): 

( W) (C W ) 
(26) (a) i (diH-axW) (kWi s-?ad'q-dxW-s) 

'lJ sudden-now D NP-meet-Lc-3PO 
'suddenly he met them' 
(lit. 'his meeting them [was] sudden') 

(W) 
(tf?il?) 
D 

( W) (W) ( W ) 
(b) (?ils-gWaad-iI) (tf?acilc) 

STAT-(RDP)sit-TRM D 
'the people were sitting there' 

(?iiciHalbixW) 
people 

( W ) (C W+C ) § ( W ) 
(c) (silsii?li?) (~?iiciHalbixw+uy) (dxWJagWJilgWilb) E! 

(RDP)two D people+INTI (RDP)youth 3 
'There were two people and. [they were] youths' 

( C W ) (W+C) (C W ) 
(d) (gWal ?abs-sqWabqWabay?) l:l (algWil?+a) (ta ba-siili?) 

INTJ POSS-(RDP)dog 3 PLURAL+P D ADD-two 
'And [they] have two dogs too.' 

( W ) ( W ) 
(e) i (tililb-axW) (?u-dxW-s-xwuXu+ab-ab) 

'lJ immediately-now PNT-DPI-NP-chew-Ics-MD-MD 
'Right away they wanted to chew Pheasant up.' 

§ (C W) 
(ti?il? sgWillub) 
D pheasant 

(lit. 'right away Pheasant [was] that which [they) were disposed to chew on') 

The beginning of the episode in line (26a) is marked by strong FO reset and a non-verbally predicated sentence 
whose subject is a nominalized verb-phrase. kWi s?ad'qdxWs t{?;}? 'his meeting them'. In terms of the discourse, 
this is a presentational sentence in the sense that all of the information in it is new and the situation as a whole is 
offered to the audience as a new topic. The syntactic subject of the next line singles out a particular aspect of the 
new scene, t(?acac ?adftalbix'" 'these people', as a more specific discourse topic. which is iterated in subject 
position (underlined) in the following three sentences. Over the length of this episode there is a gradual decline in 
FO peaks until line (26e), which shows a sharp upward jump in pitch. This line also marks a shift in syntactic 
subject away from the two youths back to Pheasant (the topic of the previous episode). who appears in subject 
position through the application of a good deal of elaborate morphology. The syntactic subject of (26e) is set off 
from the rest of the phrase as an internal focus constituent by an I-boundary, giving it a marked prosodic status and 
identifying the line as a topic-shifting structure. 

A final example of the coincidence of FO contours and subject-continuity is given in (27). Unlike the previous 
examples. the initial sentence in the episode-which constitutes a phonological subparagraph of a larger ~ shown 
in its entirety in Figure 6 above-is not a syntactically or prosodically marked structure. but is distinctive enough 
in that it represents a shift away from direct speech to narrative mode and takes as its syntactic subject a zero 
pronominal whose referent is understood to be the object at the centre of the preceding discussion, an elk carcass 
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which is being awarded to Pheasant by some spirits he has met in the mountains (lines 74 - 83 in the text): 

(27) (a) i huy qWib-yi+ab-axw l:l 
~ INTI prepared-BEN-Ics-MD-now J£ 
'Then it was prepared for him.' 

(b) gWal Xq:ic-yi-t-ab-ilxw !1!. ti?a? sgWalub ?a ti?il: 
INTJ bound:covering-BEN-MD-now ~ D pheasant P D 
'And it was bound into a pack by them for Pheasant.' 

(c) gWal huy-i1-axw mima?an ~ cadH s-as-caba?-tu-b-s 
intj finish-TRM-now small D 3S'EMPH NP-STAT-pack-Ecs-MD-3PO 
'And this which was put on his back became small.' 

(d) ?as-huy l:l 
STAT-finish 3s 
'ILwas ready: 

(e) ?as-xq:alic-tu-b !1!. ?a ti?a? 
STAT-bound:bundle-Ecs-MD ~ P D 
'l! had been packaged with this:' 

(f) s-tab-t-ab ~ ~ 
NP-dO-ICS-MD D cedar· withes 
'Cedar withes were done.' 

(g) gWal dH s-u-cad'qw+ab-s 
intj this·one NP-PNT-rub-ICS-MD-3PO 
, And these were rubbed together.' 

FO: 
~~~~~--------~~~----------~--~------------~ 21/St: ____ 4-~[d=iru=o~gu=e~J--_r----'7oo~p~ic~=rt=he~g~if=t----_.----,-__ -4=m=e~~=c~brg=e---r----r----r--_4 
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Figure 6: This graph plots the FO Max values for lines 63 - 83. The Y axis displays the value of each FO 
Max. and the X axis gives the line number(s) included in each U. At the top of Figure 6 are two rows which 
mark the pitch peaks (the "FO" line) and the topic shifts and/or subject changes (the "T/S" row). Venical 
lines within these columns represent FO max points and topic/subject changes. respectively. 
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(h) gWill dH dilXW-Sili-tilbitild-tu-b-s 

IntJ this· one NP2-make-rope-Ecs-MD-3PO 
'And these were used to make into rope.' 

(i) hay hUYU-t-ilb-ilXw dxW?al kWi gWil-s-ils-cilba?-s 
intj finish-Ics-MD-now P D SUBl-NP-STAT-backpack-3PO 

l' ti?il? cildH kWagWicild ti?il? s-iil-t-ilb-s 
~.Q 3S'EMPH elk .Q NP-give-food-lcs-MD-3PO 

'So, this elk which had been given him was fixed up so it could be backpacked.' 

(j) kWagWjcild kWj s-u-cut-t-ilb-S hikw 
elk .Q NP-PNT-speak-ICS-MD-3PO big 
'What he was told [was that it was] an elk [and] a big [one].' 

As it is glossed in (27) (based on Hess, to appear), (27i) is problematic, as the ~ boundary falls between the verb 
huyutab 'be fixed up' and its subject, an NP containing a relative clause-ti?a? cadit kWagWii'ad ti?a? sfiltabs 
'the elk which had been given him'. This sentence, however, is syntactically ambiguous and analyzable as in (28): 

(28) (a) hay huyu-t-ilb-ilXw II! dxW?al kWi gWil-s-ils-cilba?-s 
INTI finish-Ics-MD-now ~ P D SUBl-NP-STAT-backpack-3PO 
'So, it was fixed up so that it could be backpacked.' 

(b) l' ti?il? cildH kWagWicild ti?il? s-til-t-ilb-s 
~ D 3S'EMPH elk D NP-give·food-lcs-MD-3PO 
'What had been given him [was] this elk'. 

(c) kWagWicild kWi s-u-cut-t-ilb-s hikw 

elk D NP-PNT-Speak-lcs-MD-3ro big 
'What he was told [was that it was] an elk [and] a big [one].' 

Under this interpretation, (27i) can be treated as two separate clauses, the first with a zero pronominal subject 
(28a) and the second a predicate nominal construction (28b). This reanalysis both explains the presence of a 
paragraph boundary in the middle of (27i) and allows us to maintain subject-continuity with the preceding text 
«28a) sharing the same !il subject as (27a». The new analysis in (28) also accounts for the unsual word-order
Verb-Adjunct-Subject-in (27i) which represents an unusual (though not impossible) departure from the expected 
Verb-Subject-Adjunct order of elements. This paragraph is a nice illustration of how phonological paragraphing
and, specifically, the use of FO reset-can be an aid to syntactic parsing. The fact that such information about FO 
declination and reset is essential to the resolution of the type of structural ambiguity shown in (27) seems to be 
strong evidence that these prosodic constituent boundaries are real and play an important role in the phonology 
and discourse organization of the language. 

3.2) ~ and the organization of narrative 

While the simplest and most transparent correlate of FO declination contours and the organization of text is the 
correlation between subject-topic continuity and ~-boundaries, examination of running text reveals that these 
prosodic constituents are also closely linked to elements of narrative structure such as the episode, direct speech, 
narrative highlighting, and other elements of story-telling. In many cases, of course. these higher-level units corre
spond to subject-topic based episodes and so boundaries between episodic narrative sequences of events, for 
example, coincide with shifts in topic. Frequently, however, subject-topic continuity can be maintained across 
such boundaries-as when, for instance, the narrator maintains a consistent point-of-view across a number of 
narrative episodes-or, alternatively, subject-topic continuity can be violated over the length of a full paragraph in 
favour of some other discourse-level organizational principle. In such cases, shifts are set off by a lower level reset 
in FO (a subparagraph). One of the most common motives for this is direct speech. Generally, the beginning of a 
character's speech is marked by a ~-boundary and in many cases a change in speaker will trigger FO reset, although 
in other cases ~s serve to group together connected interchanges such as question-and-answer pairs and immediate 
responses to speech and concomitant actions. Other motivations for FO reset include narrative highlighting, transi
tional action, and narrative figures. While a comprehensive enumeration and evaluation of all of these techniques 
is far beyond the scope of this paper, in the following sections we will give some illustrative examples of the 
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interaction between prosodic and narrative organization of discourse. 

3.2.1) Narrative episodes 

Perhaps the most obvious and least surprising use of the ~ bound~ is to signal the boundaries of.narrative 
episodes, marking such things as change of scene and change of action. Not unexpectedly! phonologlc~ para
graphing of this kind is often of a recursive nature, with major FO reset setting off larger episodes that ought be 
thought of as stanzas (full paragraphs) and relatively minor reset marking subdivsions that could be thought of as 
verses (subparagraphs), at least as these terms are used by Hymes (1981). The example in (29) illustrates FO reset 
marking both types of episodic boundary: 

(29) (a) l' huy ?ibils-ilxw ti?il? sgWillub 
~ INTI travel-now D pheasant 
'Then Pheasant traveled.' 

(b) ?i ?ibils-ilxw dxw-cad 
INTI travel-now toward-where 
'Indeed, he traveled everywhere.' 

(c) pat at ?u-?ibib~s 
worthless PNT-(RDP)travel 
'He wandered about,' 

(d) ti tu-as-tagW~xW ~lgWil? 
D HAB-STAT-hungry PLURAL 
'[Because] they were always hungry.' 

(c) l' diH-ilXw kWi s-?ad'q-dxW-s ti?il? 
~ sudden-now D NP-meet-Lc-3PO D 
'Suddenly he met them.' 

(d) ?~s-gWaad-ii ti?acac ?aciHalbixw 

STAT-(RDP)sit-TRM D people 
'These people were sitting [there].' 

(e) silsa?]j? ti?a? ?aciHalbixw huy § dx"lilg"lilgWilb 
(RDP)two D people INTI (RDP)youth 
'There were two people and, [they were] youths.' 

(f) gWill ?abs-sqWilbqWilbay? illgWa? [Jill ti7a? ba-sali? 
INTI POSS-(RDP)dog PLURAL P DADO-twO 
, And they have two dogs too.' 

(g) l' tililb-ilxw ?u-dxw-S-?(utu-t-ilb-ab 
~ immediately-now PNT-DPj-NP-chew-lcs-MD-MD 
'Right away they wanted to chew Pheasant up , 

(h) 1a-?uXW 
PROG-gO 
'who was going [along],' 

(i) XWul Ia-?i7bilS 
adverb PRoG-travel 
'who was just walking [around] a bit.' 

§ ti?il? sgWillub 
D pheasant 

(j) ?u-dxW-s-xwutu-t-ilb-ilb-ilXw 
PNT-DPj-NP-chew-lcs-MD-MD-now 
'The dogs wanted to chew him up.' 

?il tj?~? sqWilbqWilbay? 
P D (RDP)dog 
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(k) gWill huy ?U-)(UXu-t-ilb-ilXw 
INTI INTI PNT-chew-Ics-MD-now 
, And then he was chewed on.' 

51 

(I) l' gWal huy lil-cut-t-ab-ilxw gWihi-d ti ad-sqWabay? sgWalub 
~ INTI INTI PROG-say-lcs-MD-now called-Ics D 2PO·dog pheasant 
'And then they spoke to him."Call your dog[s], Pheasant.'" 

The first line in (29) corresponds to the first line of both a Phonological Paragraph-hence, the reset in FO (1')
and the beginning of a discourse episode signalled by a change of action as Pheasant sets out on his journey into 
the mountains. The next lines within the paragraph describe the manner of and motivation for Pheasant's travel
ling. Following this, a new episode begins at line (29c) with a change of scene (the previous discourse being 
centred on Pheasant's home-that is, the point of departure for his travels) as Pheasant reaches the end of his 
journey and meets the hunters. This boundary marks an important point in the discourse and is set off by a high FO 
reset, followed by a number of lines setting the scene for the action to follow. This episode is shown in Figure 7, 
line (29c) corresponding to line 20). The next upward differential in PO Max comes at line 24 (29g) where there is 
a change of action-the youths' dogs attack Pheasant. Although there has been reset in FO, we would still consider 
this to be part of the same~, given that the FO reset is only slight and the dog's attack on Pheasant is still a part of 
the initial incident in the story, Pheasant's meeting of the hunters. The next reset in FO, line 30 (291), is substan
tially higher and constitutes a new episode as the youths urge Pheasant to call the dogs as if they were his. This is 
the first of a series of tests of Pheasant's character at the instigation of youths!hunters (who are, of course, really 
supernatural beings) and so constitutes both a narrative unit in and of itself and a prosodic unit, being set off from 
the rest of the text by ultra-high FO boundaries. 

3.2.2) Direct speech 

Direct speech attributed to a character in the narrative is another common motive for FO reset, most frequently 
corresponding to a new paragraph. Generally speaking, if the character speaks more than one line, these lines are 
contained within the same subparagraph, although minor reset takes place occasionally when there is a change of 
topic within a single speech or where a particular statement is singled out for narrative highlighting or some other 
type of prominence (see 2.2.3 below). Change of speaker occasionally triggers a new paragraph as well. as in: 
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(30) (a) cut-t-ab-axw tj?il? sgWalub ?a ti?a? qawqs 

speak-Ics-MD-now D pheasant P D raven 
'Raven spoke to Pheasant,' 

(b) tul-cad kWi ad-s-kwild-dxw tj?it ad-s-?aiad 
from-where D 2PO-NP-take-Lc D 2PO-NP-eat 
"'From where did you manage to get your food?''' 

(c) l' ?u-?ay-dxW c<li si?ab ti ha?ha?i 
~ PNT-find-LC lp noble D (RDP)good 
"'Sir, we found good, noble hunters.' 

si?i?ab s?ub?ubildi? 
(RDP)noble (RDP)hunter 

However. the more prevalent pattern in "Pheasant and Raven" seems to be to group interchanges between charac
ters together where these are linked together thematically, as in question-and-answer pairs (cj. Longacre 1979) and 
responses to statements, such as that shown in lines 69 - 73 in Figure 6, given in (31): 

(31) (a) l' s-HI-d cili ti d<JgWi ti?H daxw-u-wilhb-d cal-
~ NP-give·food-Ics Ippo D 2S'EMPH D NP2-PNT-ask-Ics IpPO 
'We are giving it to you which is why we questioned [you].'" 

(b)?u si?i?ab tuXW calap l-u-hali?i-dxw-axw 
INTI (RDP)noble only 2p IRR-(RDP)alive-lcs-now 
·"Oh. Sirs, you save my children!' 

(c) Xu-as-tagW-<Jxw ti?it d-bibadbada? 
HAB-STAT-hungry-now D Ipo-(RDP)children 
"'My little children usually go hungry.' 

kWi d-badbada? 
D lPO-(RDP)child 

(d) cic](W-<Jxw s-?us<Jb-a-b-dxw algWa??i tsi?H d-cagWas 
very NP-pitifu!-DSj-MD-LC PLURAL CONI D lPO-wife 
"'They (including) my wife are very poor.' 

(e) hawu? cal- ?as-taHiI 
have·nothing lp STAT-live 
"'We live in poverty.'" 

The beginning of this paragraph is a statement on the pan of one set of characters-the hunters/spirits who the 
protagonist of the story, Pheasant, encounters in this portion of the story-that they will give Pheasant a gift. The 
remainder of the paragraph is Pheasant's speech reacting to the gift and explaining how important it is to him. All 
of these statements are contained within an identifiable FO contour. 

Another interesting feature of direct speech is that it is frequently prefaced by a line or (rarely) two introducing 
the speech, most commonly the introductory statement "he/she/they said". This is seen in lines 58 - 60 in Figure 8, 
given in (32): 

(32) (a) gWill cut 121 

~ INTI speak 3 
'And he said,' 

(b) l' xwp si?i?ab kWi gW;l-d-sgWa? 
NEG (RDP)noble D sUBJ·lpo·one's,own 

"'Sirs, it is not mine. ' 

(c) xwP k'"i gW<J-d-s-xwi?xwj? 
NEG D sUBI-Ipo'NP-forage 
"'I have no game.'" 

The first line here is simply a statement to the effect that someone (in this case, Pheasant) speaks. In spite of the 
fact that in discourse terms this line should constitute the beginning of the~, it does not contain the FO Max. which 
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occurs when the character actually begins his speech in line (32b), In most cases, the introductory line represents 
~ upward ~ifferential ~rom the previous line (the last line of the precedin.g paragraph), although the degree of reset 
IS more tYPiCal of the difference between subparagraphs, The use ofrelauvely low FO for such lines seems consist
ent with the story-teller's practice of de-emphasizing "stage directions", commentary, and transitional action that 
are less directly part of the mainstream of the narrative. Some more examples of this will be discussed at the end 
of the following section. 

3.2.3) Highlighting and other narrative figures 

As noted earlier, it would be somewhat beyond the scope of this paper to try to give an extensive treatment of 
all of the narrative techniques and literary devices story-tellers implement through mainipulation of differential FO 
reset. Indeed, on the basis of a single text told by a single raconteur, it would be premature to claim that we have 
more than scratched the surface of possible organizational patterns of narrative. In the sections that follow, how
ever, we will briefly mention and illustrate a few of the more common and more notable techniques employed by 
Mrs. Lamont in her narrative in an effon to show, as we have been arguing throughout this paper, that the manipu
lation of FO declination and reset is a regular and non-random feature of the phonological structure of narrative. 

Narrative highlighting 

Narrative highlighting is a technique wherein the narrator makes use of an unexpected or exaggerated upward 
differential in FO to give special prominence to a particular aspect of the narrative, usually an event which is of 
particular thematic or dramatic imponance, In line 69 of Figure 6 (see (31) above), for instance, the narrator 
employs a very high FO reset to highlight a major turning point in the story wherein the hunter/spirits encountered 
by the protagonist. Pheasant, award him a gift (an elk carcass) as a reward for his modesty and correct behaviour. 
This sentence serves as both the moral climax of the first half of the story and underscores the outcome of Pheas
ant's interaction with the spirits, which will be contrasted with the quite different outcome of their interaction with 
Raven, Pheasant's foil in the second half of the story. 

Given the degree of reset seen in this example and one or two other instances of major highlighting, an argu
ment might be made for considering this the beginning of a new ~ rather than the beginning of a subparagraph 
contained within a larger unit whose left edge is marked by substantially lower FO reset. On the other hand, this 
line represents a continuation of both a single discourse topic (the gift), a single episode (the spirits' reaction to 
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Pheasant's behaviour and their awarding of the gift), and the speech of a single set of characters, the hunters/spirits 
(who are always presented as speaking with a single voice). It is also worth noting that the fact that this paragraph 
has been structured in this way with its FO peak in the middle of the paragraph rather than its left edge serves to 
increase the prominence of the highlighted line in much the same way that marked prosody is used at the sentence
level in English contrastive emphasis (e.g. I can't beliEVE you gave it to him!). The FO reset is relatively high for 
this sentence even on an absolute level, but as the left edge of an autonomous paragraph, the line would not be 
especially marked. 

Narrative highlighting, however, does not always trigger such a marked upwards differential--in many cases 
it is merely indicated by an upward shift in FO which is relatively less than that seen at the beginning of the larger 
paragraph. Such cases are identifiable from the fact that they do not correspond to ordinary paragraph or subparagraph 
divisions marked by subject or topic shift, change of speaker, etc. This is the case in lines 33 and 34 in Figure 9, 
which is part of the speech of Pheasant, beginning in line 32, shown in (33): 

(33) (a) xWj? xWj? si?i?ab kWi gWCl-d-s-gWihi-d 
NEG NEG (RDP)noble D sUBJ-1PO-NP-called-Ics 
'''No, Sirs, I won't call them. ' 

(b) i xWj? l<l-d-s-gWa? 
NEG NEGP-lPO-NP-one's,own 

"'They are not my dog[s].' 

(c) xWu?CllCl? s-gWa?-IClp 
maybe NP-accompany-2pPO 
'''Perhaps they are yours.' 

d-sqWClbay? 
lPO-dog 

This paragraph deals with a narrative episode in which Pheasant, attacked by the spirits' dogs (see (26) above), is 
exhoned to call them off as if they were his own. The spirits' exhortation is found in lines 30 - 31. Pheasants' 
reply-a refusal and an explanation that the dogs are not his--begins in line 32 (33a). Normally, we would expect 
either consistent FO declination starting at line 30 (delimiting a question-and-answer pair), or a reset at line 32 
marking a change of speaker, Instead, we find reset at line 33 (33b). This and the next line are of particular 
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importance to the story because they show Pheasant's correct response to the first test set for him by the spirits and 
illustrate his modesty and generosity, in direct contrast to the response of Raven in the identical situation in the 
second half of the story. Pheasant's words in 33 - 34 are echoed in line 62 (Figure 6) in his response to the second 
test set for him by the spirits. This line, too, receives narrative highlighting, marked again by slight FO reset. 

Circular figures 

Closely related to narrative highlighting is a narrative construct we have, following Langen (1996, 1997), 
labelled a "circular figure" in which two equivalent lines "sandwich" a small chunk of related text. These are 
signalled by a slight upward FO differential marking the repetition or very close paraphrase of the earlier line. A 
good example of this is seen in Figure 7, lines 24 and 27, given here in (34): 

(34) (a) tilab-axw ?u-dxW-s-xwuXu-t-ab-ab ti?a? sgWalub 
immediately-now PNT-DP\-NP-chew-Ics-MD-MD D pheasant 
'Right away they wanted to chew Pheasant up.' 
(lit. 'right away Pheasant was wanted to be chewed on ') 

(b) la-?u")( 
PROG-gO 
'who was going [along],' 

(c) Xwul la-?i?ba~ 
adverb PROG-travel 
'who was just walking [around] a bit.' 

(d) ?u-dxW-s-xwuXu-t-ab-ab-axw ?a ti?a? sqWabqWabay? 
PNT-DPrNP-chew-Ics-MD-MD-now P D (RDP)dog 
'He was wanted to be chewed on by the dogs.' 

The first line in (34) is a statement to the effect that Pheasent, who has just come upon the hunter/spirits, is set upon 
by their dogs, who want to chew him up. The next two lines represent parenthetical information to the effect that 
Pheasant was just walking along minding his own business at the time of the attack (in contrast to the coming 
behaviour of Raven, who having heard of Pheasant's good luck sets out deliberately in search of the beneficial 
spirits). The final line constitutes a virtual repetition of the initial line of the narrative figure, with a slight modifi
cation that in the first line the subject, Pheasant, is overt and the dogs are not mentioned. In the final line, the dogs 
are named and Pheasant (still the syntactic subject and discourse topic) is elided. An even more complex example 
of a circular figure is shown lines 44 and 47 of Figure 9, given in (35): 

(35) (a)?u tuXW cad Xu-?iba~ paXaX 
INT) only Is HAB-travel worthless 
'''Oh, I'm only wandering around.' 

(b) dxW-laqt ti?a? d-s-u-?ibas 
towards-inland D lPO-NP-PNT-travel 
'Into the high country [is] where I am traveling.' 

(c) tuXW tul-?aI ta ?ah tu-d-daxW-?ah d-daxw-as-taHii 
only from-at D be pST-lPO-NP2-be Ipo-NP2-sTAT-live 
'But from [over] there is where I am from, where I live.' 

(d) paXaX cad tuXW Xu-?ibas 
worthless Is only I·IAB-travel 
'But I'm only wandering around.' 

These lines (representing the first part of Pheasant's response to a question about his activities) begin with a 
statement to the effect that Pheasant is simply wandering about without any particular goal in mind (a motif which 
recurs throughout this part of the narrative). Pheasant then explains that he is heading inland but co~es. from 
farther away, following which he repeats the information given in (35a) (line 44 in the text) that he IS Simply 
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wandering without any specific goal in mind. The fact that the initial and final lines of the circular figure here are 
not identical to each other but are, in fact, mirror images makes (35) an example of what Langen (1996) refers to 
as a circular "hysteron-proteron figure". In both examples here, and in a number of others throughout the text, 
circular figures involving repetition and paraphrases of lines relatively close to one another (rarely separated by 
more than three or four Us, in our sample) trigger an upward differential reset, although on a relatively minor scale 
compared to that observed for many instances of narrative highlighting. This correspondence between FO and a 
recognized narrative device can hardly be coincidental and seems to be good evidence for the deliberate manipu
lation of PO declination patterns by the storyteller for narrative effect. 

Coda 

A coda is a line-{)r a small group of lines contained within a single U-which serves as a cap to a narrative 
episode and comes at the end of a phonological paragraph. These usually represent some sort of summing up or 
denouement to the episode in which they are contained and are marked by a relatively low-level reset in FO, 
comparable to lower range of reset found setting off subparagraphs.2 An example of a coda is seen in lines 40 - 41 
of Figure 9, where the episode relating Pheasant's trial with the dogs is concluded and Pheasant moves to join the 
two hunter/spirits where they are sitting, setting up the situation for the subsequent action. These structures seem 
very much akin to what Longacre (1979) refers to as a "terminus". Note that not only does the coda in Figure 9 
represent an FO reset approximately equal to the reset for the previous subparagraph, it is substantially higher than 
the "preface" to the following paragraph (as opposed to more ordinary final V's which tend overwhelmingly to be 
lower than the first V of the following paragraph, whether or not this is introductory material). 

Narrator's asides and narrative transitions 

Unlike the previous examples, where narrative devices employ FO level and tend to be marked by upwards 
differential in pitch, narrator's asides and, to a lesser extent, narrative transitions tend to be marked by relatively 
lowerlevels ofFO. A good example of the first technique is found in lines 63 - 64 in Figure 6, given in (36b -c): 

(36) (a) xWu?ala? sgWa?-lap ti?H s-?afad tataculbixw 

maybe ones·own-2ppo D NP-eat big·game·animal 
"'Maybe that food, [that] big game animal is yours.'" 

(b) huuy 
finish 
'Done! (i.e., Well spoken!)' 

(c) ha?t ?al XCI': ?a ti?a? caadH 
good P mind P D 2HMPH 
'They are favorably impressed [by his reply].' 

The first line of (36) is Pheasant's correct reply to the spirits' second test (an opportunity to claim the elk carcass 
and the prestige of the kill for himself) and, as an echo of a similar formula from line 34 (see (33) above), receives 
some narrative highlighting. This response is a crucial point in the story, marking Pheasant's successful comple
tion of the tests set for him by the spirits, and so seems to merit some commentary on the part of the storyteller, as 
in lines (36b) and (c). Line (36b), which shows strong emphatic lengthening, and the following line (36c) are 
contained within a singleI whose peak in FO is considerably lower than that of the preceding U. While the origin of 
the exclamation in (36b) is ambiguous,3 (36c) is clearly a statement from the narrator's point of view and the U as 
a whole constitutes not so much a part of the action as information to the audience as to the correctness of Pheas
ant's actions and the very favourable response of the spirits to it. 

Other than consisting of a relatively sharper drop in FOrhan is normally found at paragraph boundaries, how
ever, the example in (36) does not really represent a departure from the expected pattern ofFO declination over the 
length of a paragraph. There are, however, one or two places in the story where the narrator relates a series of 
relatively minor actions on the part of the characters which have little effect on the development of the narrative 
other than to set up the following action. These small episodes, which have the flavour of stage directions, are 
frequently marked by overall lowering of the FO Max of the lines that make them up and a relative lack of organi
zation compared to the more central portions of the story. We refer to these stretches of discourse as narrative 
transitions. One of these is illustrated in (37) (see lines 94 - 97 of Figure 10): 
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(37) (a) ?UXW-axW tFa? s-?usab-a-b-dxW 
go-now D NP-pitiful-Dsj-MD-LC 
'Humble Pheasant went now.' 

(b) gW<l1 l<l-gw<ldil 
INT! PRoG-sitting 
'And he sat down.' 

(c) gWal huy caba?-tu-b-axW 

INT! INT! backpack-Ecs-MD-now 
'And then it was put on [his] back.' 

(d) gWal huy ?UXW 

INT! INT! go 
'And then he went. ' 

, , , , , , , 

line line 

93 94-
line 

98 

These four lines, which constitute one of Langen's (1996) circular figures, are contained within a single U and, 
given that they represent a shift of both topic and subject from the preceding paragraph, are analyzed here as 
constituting a single ~. As a group they are marked as having relatively low FO-markedly low, in fact, for an 
independent paragraph. In narrative terms, they summarize the events leading up to the next several episodes, 
which represent the spirits' advice and admonitions to Pheasant as he begins his journey home, like Orpheus, 
under the interdiction never to look behind him at what he has been given. This is Pheasant's final trial and proof 
of his moral character (and, once again, offers a stark contrast with the behaviour of Raven who devours the elk on 
his way home only to find that the meat has become-both in his pack and in his stomach-rotten wood). Clearly 
the words of the spirits as Pheasant sets out are offar more interest than the mundane actions (he came, he sat, they 
put the back on his back, he left) leading up to their speech. There are one or two other instances of this type of 
narrative transition in the story-associated in particular with unimportant actions and the introduction of infor
mation about setting and characters--and as a group they are characterized by relatively large I-contours, low FO, 
and occasionally by a breakdown in the expected regular pattern ofFO declination and reset within the transitional 
episode, most likely marking a sort of backgrounding and peripherality to the main thrust of the story. 
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4) Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented evidence from Lushootseed narrative for an extended version of the Prosodic 
Hierarchy. In addition to the traditional levels of the Phonological Phrase (q», the Intonational Phrase (I), and the 
Utterance (U), we have argued that narrative structure in discourse is organized into a higher-level constituent, the 
Phonological Paragraph (~). Phonological Paragraphs are marked by declination patterns in the FO Maxima of 
Utterances, which tend to decline over the length of the ~ and then are reset to mark the beginning of a new 
discourse-level prosodic unit. The phonetic evidence for, is supported by morphosyntactic data such as coinci
dence of' boundaries with grammatical particles, topic-subject-continuity, and the distribution of syntactically 
and/or phonologically marked topic-shfting strutures. Paragraph boundaries also coincide with components of 
narrative structure such as the episode, direct speech, narrative highlighting, circular figures, and narrative inter
jections and transitions, and as such can not represent a random or purely phonetic phenomenon, but must be 
considered an integral part of the grammar. Whether it constitutes an aspect of the grammar of story-telling-and 
thus, serves as a marker of the accomplishment of the ranconteur----orif it is, as we suspect, a part of the fundamen
tal prosodic structure of human language will have to await the extension of our methodology to other genres. 
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Abbreviations 

'I' phonological phrase ECS event·external causative POPT predicate particle 
§ intonational boundary EMPH emphatic PNT punctual 
~ paragraph boundary f feminine PO possessive 

morphological affix HAB habitual ross possessive prefix 
+ phonological affix [ intonational phrase PROG progressive 

lexical suffix les event·internal causative PST past 
I flfst·person ION identifier PTV partitive 
2 second person IMP imperative ROP reduplication 
3 third·person INT interrogative REFL reflexive 
ADD additive tRR irrealis singular 
ACIT agentive LC lack of control ss secondary suffix 
APPL applicative MD middle SSE secondary stem extender 
BEN benefactive MID method STAT stative 
CM class membership NEG negative SUB subordinate 
CNI conjunctive-coordinativc NEGP negative prefix SUBI subjunctive 
CONI conjunction NP nominalizer TRM transmutative 
DP, derivation: be disposed NJ'2 adjunct·nominalizer u phonological utterance 
DS, derivational suffix I OBJ object 

Notes 

• The authors wish to acknowledge Mr. Edward Sam, Mrs. Martha Lamont, and Dr. T.M. Hess for contributing the 
recorded material for this study, Peter Avery, Mike Cahill, Trisha Causley, Elan Dresher, Nila Friedberg, Bill 
Idsardi, Keren Rice, the University of Toronto Phonology Group, and the audience at the Third Workshop on 
Structure and Constituency in the Languages of the Americas for commenting on earlier versions of this paper. 
This research is supported by a SSHRC Fellowship to David Beck and a SSHRC grant to Dresher and Rice. 
°Uncited data in this paper come from Hess (1993) and Hess (to appear). 
t The violation of syntactic constituent structure by marked I boundaries is not a Lushootseed idiosyncrasy
English uses such constructions as well, as in "Brought to you by ... the Children's Television Workshop". 
zBiII Idsardi (p.c.) has suggested that codas, in fact, are simply one·U subparagraphs. This seems to be a fair 
assessment, although from the point of view of their narrative properties they are still worthy of mention as a type 
of phonetically-implemented narrative device employed by ranconteurs. 
3In the original text, line (36b) is contained in quotation marks, indicating that it might, in fact, represent a spoken 
response on the part of the spirits. If this were the case, particularly given the emphatic lengthening and the fact 
that (36b) and (c) are contained within the same I, it seems more likely that it would have been marked by upwards 
reset. Given the preliminary stages of OUf understanding, however, this can't be taken as definitive evidence. 
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